We estimate a Markov operator credit migration model in which credit conditions vary through time in response to underlying macroeconomic factors. Emphasis is given to practical issues arising when …tting the model to a portfolio of risk rated credits, including the treatment of incomplete data, accounting for portfolio regeneration and aggregation issues.
Introduction
In a series of recent papers, Albanese et al developed Markov analytic methods for the treatment of lattice-based models of portfolio credit risk (see [A] , [AC1] and [ACDV] and references therein). In these models credit qualities evolve as continuous-time Markov chains on an N -element state space. Overlaid on this is a set of M "credit barriers"which bucket the chains according to their credit ratings, where M << N in general. In this note we consider the estimation of such models under the statistical (real world) probability measure. Speci…cally, we consider estimation of transition matrices for a portfolio of riskrated corporate loans when there is time variation in underlying causal factors. Particular emphasis is given to:
Aggregation issues The e¤ects of portfolio regeneration Treatment of irregular observation periods and ratings assignment errors. We assume a framework in which credit qualities are assigned to M ratings, the …rst M 1 of which are non-default. Creditworthiness is assumed to be distinguished solely by rating. Of primary importance is the de…nition of default. From the Basel de…nition, default is de…ned as an obligor being:
(a) at least 90 days past due on a material credit obligation or (b) considered by the debt holder to be unlikely to be able to meet credit obligations in full without recourse by the holder to actions such as realising security.
Under (a) the default time is considered to be the time when the payment …rst becomes 90 days in arrears. Under (b) however default status need not bear a necessary relation to the time when a payment is missed -indeed an obligor may be considered to be in default even if they are not in arrears on a contractual payment. Conversely a missed payment need not imply the obligor is in default -for instance an obligor may be behind on a payment at the end of a given quarter but make good these payments during the following quarter while remaining solvent during the whole period.
In practice credits tend to be re-rated at irregular intervals ranging between one or two months to a year or more. Thus if a model is speci…ed on (say) a quarterly basis a distinction needs to be made between a "current" rating (a rating that is the result of a re-assessment of credit quality made in the corresponding quarter) and a "carried forward" rating (a rating that retains its previous value because new …nancial information has not become available). Only "current" ratings should be used to calibrate the model, with carried forward ratings being essentially missing data. Under this convention observed ratings transitions are indexed by four parameters: previous rating, current rating, calendar time and time between ratings.
A generic modeling approach involves treating the credit quality of the k th name as a stochastic process fX (k) t : t > 0g, k = 1; :::; K evolving on state space S R with default occurring when the process …rst hits a lower absorbing boundary. Such a de…nition of default allows transition densities to be de…ned. Fix S = [0; 1] and let the non-default part of the state space be the set S = Snf0g. Let a (k) t+ be the minimum value of the k th credit quality process on (t; t + ], > 0
where F = (F t ) t>0 is some reference …ltration (containing say information on the obligor's credit ratings history and economic conditions). Since default is an absorbing state the transition density f is
The segment of the transition density on S represents the probability of a transition from non-default credit quality x > 0 at t to non-default X (k) t+ > 0 at time t + without hitting the absorbing barrier at any time between t and t + . Conversely, the transition density at zero represents the probability that credit quality hits the lower default barrier at some time between t and t+ (i.e., the probability that the …rst hitting time is less than or equal to t + ). It is worth noting that empirical studies tend to favour the speci…cation of heavy-tailed transition densities (see for instance [AC1] and [GH] , among others).
While the transition density completely speci…es the model at a continuous level, in practice credit qualities are measured as ratings. Thus a link needs to be de…ned between the underlying credit quality process X (k) t and the set of credit ratings. We do this via a credit barrier mapping function of the form:
Obligor k has rating m 2 f1; :::; M 1g at time t () X
where the constants 1 = 1 > 2 > ::: > M = 0 denote the boundaries of M ratings categories (see Figure 1 for the case M = 8). The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes a Markov operator model for portfolio credit risk. Sections 3 and 4 present our estimation approach. Section 5 presents empirical results and Section 6 concludes.
Model of Credit Quality
We now turn to the speci…cation of a model of credit quality. As mentioned earlier, our approach uses the lattice-based Markov operator method. The basic tool in our construction is the method of stochastic time change. Stochastic time change methods enable a rich but tractable class of heavy-tailed processes to be speci…ed. Using the setup described above, we assume credit quality fX t : t > 0g follows a continuous-time Markov process on S with zero being an absorbing state. A discretisation is then applied to obtain a lattice representation of the model.
Stochastic time change and CGMY process
Let V t be a continuous Lévy process 1 with characteristic function
and let H t be a non-decreasing Lévy process with moment generating function
for some functions and h (respectively the characteristic exponent of V and Laplace exponent of H). We state the following without proof (see [CT] , p.108).
Proposition 2.1. The time-changed process X formed by sampling V at H t time,
is also a Lévy process and has characteristic function
Thus the characteristic exponent of X is obtained by composition of the characteristic exponent (u) of the underlying process V with the Laplace exponent (or Bernstein function) h( ) of the time change H. Process H is known as the subordinator and X is said to be subordinate to V .
An appealing class of processes for our purposes is the (symmetric) CGMY process of [CGMY] . The symmetric CGMY process is a Lévy process with measure 2
where e C > 0; e G > 0 and 1 < e Y < 2 are parameters. It is a special case of the tempered stable class of Lévy processes (see [CT] , p.116-123). A (slightly informal) interpretation of the parameters is as follows: 1 A Lévy process is a stationary, independent increment process satisfying the property of stochastic continuity (for all " > 0, lim a!0 P (jXt+a Xtj > ") = 0). Note that the stochastic continuity property does not imply that the sample paths are continuous, rather it rules out jumps at …xed times.
2 The Lévy measure c(x) counts the expected number of jumps of size x per unit time. It is not in general a probability measure. A Lévy measure is said to be completely monotone if all the derivatives of c(x) exist and satisfy ( 1)
e C controls the "height" of the Lévy density and hence the overall intensity of jumps e G controls the rate of decay of the tails of the measure and hence the size of large jumps e Y controls the arrival frequency of small jumps. The CGMY process is unde…ned for e Y = 0; 1; 2. In the limit as e Y ! 0 the VarianceGamma process is obtained. Other special cases include: e Y = 1 and e C = e G=2 : symmetric double-exponential jump density e Y ! 2 with e C = 1 e Y =2: Brownian motion. A range of further properties implied by di¤erent values of e Y are summarised in Table  2 . 
cos e Y arctan p 2 e G !!# (see Appendix 1). The CGMY process di¤ers from the underlying Brownian process by having a higher peak in the centre of the distribution and fatter tails (see Figure 2 ). 
Transition matrix construction
To implement our model of credit quality we …t a CGMY process to a space and timediscretised version of the state space. Let N > 0 be a positive integer and let S now comprise a discretisation of [0; 1] comprising equally spaced points f N i N 1 : i = 1; :::; N g. Assume that the discrete times T = fr : r = 0; 1; 2; ::g correspond to the observation times of the ratings and common risk factors and let P X (t; t + r ) be the transition matrix on S describing the dynamics of X over [t; t + r ], where t is constrained to the set T .
Key to our construction is being able to obtain an expression for the in…nitesimal generator 6 L X of X on S since this forms the basis of the construction of the transition matrix P X . For a process
where, in the CGMY case, h is the Bernstein function (3) (see [ACDV] ). Since for CGMY V is standard Brownian Motion, the …nite di¤erence approximation of its generator on S is (at any …xed time) 7
This implies L V is a tri-diagonal matrix with elements
We refer to this discrete approximation as the di¤ usion generator matrix. The generator matrix satis…es conservation of probability and non-negativity conditions
and is also required to satisfy boundary conditions
which represent, respectively, absorption at the default boundary (v N = 0) and re ‡ection at the upper boundary (v 1 = 1). The upper boundary corresponds to "perfect" credit quality.
The generator matrix L V admits the diagonalisation L V = U U 1 where U = fu 1 ; ::; u N g are the eigenvectors of L V and =diag( 0 ; :::; N ) are the eigenvalues. This property in conjunction with (4) implies we may obtain the symmetric CGMY generator matrix L X as
6 The operator L satisfying lim
Note that the mean and variance implied by the generator are, by state
for all x i = N i N 1 . The …nal step remains to extend the jump generator matrix from in…nitesimal time to …nite time > 0. This may be achieved via matrix exponentiation. When X is a time-homogeneous Markov chain the transition and generator matrices satisfy the relation
Note that the transition matrix captures the probability of making a transition from non-default lattice point x i at t to non-default lattice point x j at t + without hitting zero any time in between. Furthermore, the transition probability from non-default point x i to the default point x j = 0 is the equal to the probability that the process hits zero at some time between t and t + . Thus the transition matrix obtained in (7) corresponds to the lattice version of (1) for jump process X, as required.
State and time dependence
At this stage we have a transition matrix on the lattice S describing the dynamics of a symmetric CGMY jump process X over [t; t+ ]. In practice however the generator matrix comprises jumps whose frequency and magnitude vary across time and state. To introduce such asymmetry we calculate generators for two separate symmetric CGMY processes L up and L dn then obtain an asymmetric jump process by weighting the lower triangle of L up and the upper triangle of L dn . 8 The two symmetric processes are generated using CGMY Bernstein functions with time and state dependent values of e C, e G and e Y . We assume the following state and time dependence properties: the magnitude (distribution) of jumps depends on the state but not on time the intensity of jumps (of any magnitude) depends on time but not on state. These assumptions are made so as to yield a model that is ‡exible yet remains parametrically identi…ed. Since the e G and e Y parameters determine the shape of the Lévy measure, and hence the distribution of jumps, state dependence is introduced into the up and down generators L up and L dn by letting these parameters depend on the state
where the f and g are given functions and ' and are parameters to be estimated. This implies that each row of the generator matrix is generated by a di¤erent CGMY process. 
Time dependence is introduced by conditioning the overall jump intensity e C on a vector of observed common risk factors Z t e C up (t) = exp(
where are parameters. The …nal state and time-dependent generator matrix is then written
where b L up and b L dn are the lower and upper triangles of L up and L dn . 9 As well as allowing rich dynamic properties, the generator formed in this way has several practical advantages: correlation structures in very high dimensional portfolios may be represented by a relatively small number of parameters model outcomes are intuitive and easily interpretable multi-factor stress tests are straightforward to perform. To illustrate the application to stress testing, suppose that the systematic factor comprises contemporaneous values of real activity (A) and the real long bond rate (L). The up and down jump intensities may then be written as (say)
where the parameters ( 1;up ; 2;up ; 1;dn ; 2;dn ) require estimation from empirical observations. This can be done using any simple method such as least squares. Depending on the values of these parameters a variety of model properties may be obtained (see Table  2 ). It is clear that even with this small number of risk factors the model is capable of generating a variety of dynamic properties; adding more risk factors naturally increases the range of possible model outcomes. 9 Note that because e C enters linearly in (3) it can be taken out of the Bernstein function when calculating (8)-(9). That is we can …rst compute (8)-(9) using a standardised Bernstein function (say by setting e C ( ) = 1) then in a second step multiply the resultant Lup and L dn by e Cup(t k ) and e C dn (t k ) as in (10).
Aggregation methodology
To estimate the model one must calculate transition probabilities at the rating category level (and the corresponding numbers of rating to rating transitions). However since the underlying model is speci…ed in terms of one-period lattice-level transition matrices P X (t; t + ) an aggregation scheme is required to convert the transition probabilities from the lattice level to the rating level, and from single to multi-period transitions.
Converting from lattice to rating level
The sequence of steps to construct the rating-level transition matrix is as follows: 1. Convert the one-period lattice-level transition matrix P X (t; t + ) into a multiperiod lattice-level transition matrix P X (t; t + r ); r > 1 2. Convert P X (t; t+r ) into a multi-period lattice-level transition matrix P Y (t; t+r ) with measurement errors taken into account 3. Aggregate P Y (t; t + r ) into a multi-period rating-level transition matrix b P Y (t; t + r ).
Step 1: Converting from one-period to multi-period lattice-level measured transition probabilities 10 In practice several quarters may elapse between ratings reassessments. Due to the presence of the absorbing barrier at zero the r-period transition probability, r > 1, cannot be obtained simply by multiplying r one-period transition matrices. Two considerations are relevant in this regard:
Default is an absorbing state so observed multi-period transitions between non-default ratings must traverse via non-default ratings on all periods in between.
Defaults are assumed to be recorded as soon as they occur, thus if a contiguous rating pair, separated by several periods in which no ratings is recorded, comprises a non-default and a default rating, the transition to default is assumed to have occurred in the …nal period.
Let e x = x 1 x N 1 be the non-default segment of the state space and
. . x N the full state space. Then given the one-period matrix P X (t; t + ) the r period matrix P X (t; t + r ) satis…es the recursion P X (e x; t; x; t + r ) = P X (e x; t; e x; t + (r 1) )P X (e x; t + (r 1) ; x; t + r )
This expression says that the r period transition probability may be calculated as the probability of not defaulting over the …rst r 1 periods multiplied by the one-period transition probability in the r th period. Note this implies that as the length of time between ratings increases the transition probability between pairs of non-default ratings will tend to zero and multi-period transition probabilities will not sum to one across rows.
Step 2: Converting from the ' true' to ' measured' lattice-level transition probabilities To introduce measurement errors we make a distinction between measured and true credit quality. Let true credit quality X t be as given by the preceding model and let Y t 2 S represent measured credit quality. Suppose that ratings assessments comprise the sum of true credit quality and a measurement error " with time-homogeneous density f " (not necessarily zero mean), Y t = X t + " t . Let x t ; y t 2 S be the true and measured lattice point credit qualities respectively. Then in the presence of measurement errors the lattice transition probabilities for the measured credit qualities are equal to the transition probabilities of the true credit qualities convoluted with the measurement errors,
f " (y t x i;t )p(x i;t ; x j;t+r )f " (y t+r x j;t+r )
for r > 0: Letting E be the matrix of measurement error densities
we may write (13) in matrix form
where E 1 and E 2 are scaled versions of E in which the rows and columns respectively sum to one. 11 The measurement error probabilities are assumed to be double exponentially distributed with weights that depend on the state
This density allows measurement errors to be parameterised in terms of a single parameter . 12 Step 3: Aggregating from lattice to rating category level The …nal step involves aggregating the multi-period lattice-level transition matrix to the rating level. Aggregation involves summing the time-t + r probabilities and probability-weighting the time-t probabilities. In matrix terms the rating-to-rating transition matrix b P Y (t; t + r ) can be written
where A is an M N aggregation matrix A = 2 6 6 6 6 6 4
. . . 
is an M N weighting matrix 13 with p Y (t) the unconditional density of credit quality at time t. Note that the weighting and aggregation matrices share 1 1 That is they are scaled to form probability matrices. 1 2 Since the double exponential distribution is de…ned on R it will not in general integrate to 1 over the region [0; 1] . In practice however we …nd that is su¢ ciently large (estimated measurement errors are su¢ cently small) that any di¤erence from 1 is negligible.
1 3 It is re-scaled every period so that its rows sum to one. diag(pY (t k+ )) is the matrix formed by placing the vector pY (t k+ ) on the diagonal of an N N identity matrix a common structure (i.e. non-zeros occur in the same parts of the matrix). The number of non-zero columns in the m th row of A and W (t) is determined by the number of lattice points that fall in the interval [ m ; m+1 ). 14 Therefore by changing the positions of the ratings interval boundaries, the number of elements in each row changes and hence also the number of obligors being weighted/aggregated into the corresponding rating group. Substitution from (14) allows steps 2 and 3 to be combined in a single equation
The di¢ culty with this step lies in the calculation of the weighting matrix, which relies on knowledge of p Y . The weight in the m th row and i th column of W (t) is the unconditional probability of being at lattice point x i 2 [ m ; m+1 ) at time t. This probability can be obtained by transitioning the previous period's unconditional density. However in each period an adjustment is required to account for the e¤ect of commencing and departing obligors. 15 To derive this adjustment we …rst de…ne the following unconditional densities: 
is the proportion of the portfolio that commenced in t, 16 (t) = #fObligors commencing in tg #fObligors in portfolio in tg :
The intuition behind the recursion is as follows. First the unadjusted density is aggregated to the rating level and weighted with the empirical density of the newly 1 4 In practice the matrix is slightly modi…ed so that the end point values in each row overlap in adjacent rows and sum to one down the columns. These overlapping values are weighted according to their distance from the nearest . The reason for this is twofold. First it allows the aggregation matrix to vary continuously in the boundaries thus making the likelihood more numerically stable. Second it makes the discrete model a better approximation to the underlying continuous model.
1 5 This e¤ect becomes important when there is a high degree of portfolio turnover. If no distinction is made between continuing and newly arriving/departing obligors the …tted transition matrix will re ‡ect the combined e¤ect of the true credit quality transition and the densities of new and departing obligors. Since in general the empirical densities of new and departing obligors will di¤er from the density of continuing obligors (and may re ‡ect, for instance, lending policy rather than economic factors) if no adjustment is made the estimated correlation with economic factors will be biased.
1 6 This recursion is only strictly correct when the distribution of departing obligors is the same as the iterated unconditional distribution b p Y ; we maintain this assumption here because the distribution of departing obligors is in general unknown.
arriving obligors (which are measured only at the rating level). Then the combined density is disaggregated back to the lattice level using the weighting matrix. Finally the lattice-level unconditional density is transitioned using the transition matrix and the recursion repeated. Since aggregation performs a lattice-to-rating translation and weighting performs a rating-to-lattice translation the two matrices can be thought of as quasi inverses of one another. Note that if (t) = 0 (15) collapses to the standard recursion p Y (t + ) = P 0 Y (t; t+ )p Y (t). Note also that W is computed from the unadjusted density p Y rather than the adjusted density p Y because only the unadjusted density is available at the time W needs to be calculated.
Estimation
Estimation involves identifying the set of parameters that de…ne the underlying generator from ratings transitions recorded over discrete time intervals. In general the question of estimation of continuous-time Markov chain from discrete data is not trivial. In particular, the MLE may not exist and if it does exist it may not be unique. We provide a brief treatment of existence and uniqueness issues, based on [BS1] , in Appendix 2. The log likelihood function for a continuous, time-inhomogeneous Markov chain 17 is, assuming continuous observation of the chain,
where N m;n (t; t + ) is the total number of transitions m ! n observed on the interval (t; t + ], R m (t; t + ) is the total time spent in rating m (by all obligors) over the same period and m;n (t) is the (m; n) th element of L X (t). The di¢ culty here is that the likelihood depends on the continuous data, which are unobservable since ratings are measured only quarterly. Additionally the measured quarterly transitions are themselves incomplete because for each obligor the interval between ratings dates is often greater than one quarter. Two possible approaches to addressing this problem are:
(1) Obtain m;n (t) directly via an iterative scheme in which the continuous data are replaced by their conditional expectations (see [BS1] , [BS2] ).
(2) Write the likelihood directly in terms of r interval observable quantities, in this case the observed ratings transitions.
Given the analysis from the preceding sections we adopt the latter approach. We assume the times between ratings (quarters) are equidistant and set = 1 to represent a single quarter. Then employing the conditional independence and Markov properties of the model the discrete likelihood is
N m;n (t; t + r) ln q m;n (t; t + r; )
where N m;n (t; t + r) is as described previously and N m;=M (t; t + r) is the number of obligors whose last recorded rating is at time t and who departed without default at time t + r, or were still in the portfolio and not in default at the end of the sample q m;n (t; t + r) is the (m; n) th element of b P Y (t; t + r): Thus it is su¢ cient to group the observations in contiguous pairs weighted by the number of observations in each group, with the indices in the likelihood being the ratings pairs (m; n) and the calendar times of the ratings (t; t + r). The parameters comprise up and down jump parameters, credit quality boundaries, CGMY parameters and the measurement error parameter (see Table 3 ). Rather than estimate the risk factor parameters directly we estimate them in two steps. First e C up (t) and e C dn (t) are estimated as free parameters (with no risk factors present) subject to the restriction that
This approach ensures that the variability of e C up (t) and e C dn (t) over time is not restricted by the choice of risk factors thus ensuring that the obtained time series is ‡exible and accurate. Then these times series are …tted to observed macroeconomic/credit factors using equations of the form (11)-(12).
Estimation results
For the set of observation times fr : r = 0; 1; : : : ; Rg we set = 1 to represent one quarter (3 months). The model is …tted to transitions from the S&P CreditPro database (US companies only) from 1981:1 to 2007:4. 18 Data are binned into quarterly rating-torating transition counts with companies that transition to the "not rated" category ignored. Parameters are estimated iteratively in six blocks: ;f up ; dn g; f' up ; ' dn g; s; up ; dn with the estimation converging fully in around 20 iterations (see Figure 3 ). Table 4 shows the average …tted (annualised) transition matrices for the universe of companies over the full estimation period 1980 to 2007. Figure 4 shows the …tted unconditional distribution of S&P credit quality with the lattice comprising N = 70 points. At a basic level this diagram gives a quick visual representation of the distribution of obligors across rating grades and time. Note the accumulation of defaults at the lower boundary, the number of which ‡uctuates through time with the economic cycle. Most of the observed variation in the distribution re ‡ects the impact of portfolio regeneration, that is obligors entering and departing the portfolio at a di¤erent distribution from the current unconditional distribution. Notwithstanding this, the unconditional distribution remains reasonably steady through time. The credit quality regions associated with the distribution in Figure 4 are shown in Table 5 . Up and down systematic factors e C up (t) and e C dn (t) are shown in Figure 5 . It is notable that the net systematic factor corresponds well with US business cycle ‡uctuations over the same period. 
Conclusion
We have developed a highly ‡exible yet tractable lattice-based credit migration model and shown how estimation may be performed in the presence of various data irregularities, including incomplete data, measurement errors and partial observability of the credit quality process. Our results indicate the feasibility of using transition densities with jump dynamics and complicated state and time dependence properties and should prove useful for model based stress testing and economic capital determination. Properly incorporating secondorder (but important) feedback e¤ects such as default contagion is a potential area for further research. Extending the model to include loss-given-default will also form the basis of future work.
Appendix 1 (CGMY Bernstein function)
The characteristic function of the symmetric CGMY process X is
Thus if the underlying process is V t = W t and H t is a subordinator, the aim is to …nd the Bernstein function h(u) of H such that X t = V Ht is a CGMY process. We may condition on the time change to write
where = 1 2 u 2 = (u). The solutions to this latter equation are u( ) = p 2 so matching terms in (16) and (17) we obtain
The RHS can be solved explicitly: taking either root e G iu( ) = e G i p 2 ;
we have the Bernstein function h( ) = e C ( e Y ) 2 e G Let G be the set of matrices satisfying the conditions of (5)-(6) and let } = fexp ( L) : L 2 Gg be the set of transition matrices corresponding to time observation of a continuous-time Markov chain. Let P X be the empirical transition matrix calculated from the data. If P X 2 }, it is known that there exists an e L 2 G such that exp( e L) = P X and the MLE attains its maximum at e L. Hence the estimation problem appears straightforward. However there are two complications:
It is sometimes possible for the MLE to exist even when P X = 2 }, so determination of the existence of the MLE requires characterisation of the set } The matrix exponential function is not an injection on all parts of its domain so the MLE need not be unique.
Existence Results on the existence of the MLE may be summarised as (see [BS1] ):
If P X 2 } there exists an e L 2 G such that exp( e L) = P X and the MLE attains its maximum at e L If P X = 2 } then either: (a) the MLE does not exist and the likelihood function has no maximum in G; or (b) the MLE exists and satis…es exp( e L) 2 }, where } denotes the boundary of } relative to } 2 = P X : det(P X ) > 0 19 If the Markov chain is ergodic with generator satisfying exp(L) 2 int(}) then the MLE exists with probability one as the sample size tends to in…nity.
The problem of characterising the set } is known as the embedding problem for …nite Markov chains. For the case M = 2 it is known that } = } 2 , while for M > 3 it is known that } is a (relatively) closed subset of } 2 with non-convex geometric shape and dimension M (M 1). An explicit description for M = 3 is available, however for the dimension of our problem (M = 8) an explicit description does not appear possible. [BS1] suggest using the convergence of their EM algorithm to determine existence of the MLE . They construct a sequence of estimates of L such that convergence to a stationary point implies existence of the MLE. If on the other hand det (exp(L)) ! 0 it suggests the MLE does not exist. Using their (adapted) algorithm on our data yields convergence to a stationary point, providing some validation for our ML approach.
Uniqueness Uniqueness is concerned with determining whether there are two or more generators L 2 G for which the discrete sample fX t : t 2 !g has the same distribution. This amounts to asking whether the real logarithm of the transition matrix is unique or, in the context of ML estimation, whether the parameter set is identi…able. A condition for the uniqueness of the generator for P X is the Cuthbert criterion (see [BS1] , p.398): inf i P X (i; t; i; t + ) det P X (t; t + ) exp( )
P X (i; t; i; t + ) > 0; _ t; which may be tested readily.
